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		Summary

	
		Soft Skills: The software developer's life manual is a unique guide, offering techniques and practices for a more satisfying life as a professional software developer. In it, developer and life coach John Sonmez addresses a wide range of important "soft" topics, from career and productivity to personal finance and investing, and even fitness and relationships, all from a developer-centric viewpoint.

	
		Forewords by Robert C. Martin (Uncle Bob) and Scott Hanselman.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Book

	
		For most software developers, coding is the fun part. The hard bits are dealing with clients, peers, and managers, staying productive, achieving financial security, keeping yourself in shape, and finding true love. This book is here to help.

	
		Soft Skills: The software developer's life manual is a guide to a well-rounded, satisfying life as a technology professional. In it, developer and life coach John Sonmez offers advice to developers on important "soft" subjects like career and productivity, personal finance and investing, and even fitness and relationships. Arranged as a collection of 71 short chapters, this fun-to-read book invites you to dip in wherever you like. A Taking Action section at the end of each chapter shows you how to get quick results. Soft Skills will help make you a better programmer, a more valuable employee, and a happier, healthier person.

	
		What's Inside

		
			Boost your career by building a personal brand
	
			John's secret ten-step process for learning quickly
	
			Fitness advice to turn your geekiness to your advantage
	
			Unique strategies for investment and early retirement


	
		About the Author

	
		John Sonmez is a developer, teacher, and life coach who helps technical professionals boost their careers and live a more fulfilled life.
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Energy Efficient Hardware-Software Co-Synthesis Using Reconfigurable HardwareCRC Press, 2009

	The integration of multi-million-gate configurable logic, pre-compiled heterogeneous
	hardware components, and on-chip processor subsystems offer high
	computation capability and exceptional design flexibility to modern reconfigurable
	hardware. Moshe Gavrielov, the recently appointed president and CEO
	of Xilinx, which is the largest...
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Create Dynamic Charts in Microsoft® Office Excel® 2007Microsoft Press, 2008

	
		Extend your Excel 2007 skills?and create more-powerful and compelling charts in less time. Guided by an Excel expert, you’ll learn how to turn flat, static charts into dynamic solutions?where you can visualize and manipulate data countless ways with a simple mouse click. Get the hands-on practice and examples you need to...
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CCNP Security VPN 642-648 Quick ReferenceCisco Press, 2012

	As a final exam preparation tool, the CCNP Security VPN 642-648 Quick Reference ...
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Principles of Geometry (Cambridge Library Collection - Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Henry Frederick Baker (1866-1956) was a renowned British mathematician specialising in algebraic geometry. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1898 and appointed the Lowndean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry in the University of Cambridge in 1914. First published between 1922 and 1925, the six-volume Principles of Geometry was...
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Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2002

	Cells respond to environmental cues through a complex and dynamic network of signaling pathways that normally maintain a critical balance between cellular proliferation, differentiation, senescence, and death. One current research challenge is to identify those aberrations in signal transd- tion that directly contribute to a loss of this...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 teaches the reader everything they need to know to create exciting personal and business presentations. Readers learn about new features such as Smart Tags and Packages, and how to create a presentation from scratch or using the design wizard. This...
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